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Abstract In this work, we propose a class of impor-
tance sampling (IS) estimators for estimating the right
tail probability of a sum of continuous random variables
based on a change of variables to L1 polar coordinates
in which the radial and angular components of the IS
distribution are considered separately.

The estimation of this quantity is of particular in-
terest in application areas ranging from finance to wire-
less communications as well as appearing as a classical
problem in the applied probability literature (notably in
queueing theory). Particular models which appear time
and again are Pareto, Lognormal, and Weibull sum-
mands, and we choose to focus on these here. Due to
the unavailability of closed-form expressions, the study
of this quantity has been the subject of intense research,
specifically in uncovering asymptotic expressions for var-
ious summands on the one hand and in devising com-
putationally effective Monte Carlo estimation schemes
on the other. In the latter case, much of the literature
has been devoted either to the case of light-tailed sum-
mands or to heavy-tailed summands (and in particu-
lar, sub-exponential summands). Here, we draw on the
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growing base of knowledge of asymptotic expressions in
order to devise a broadly-applicable computationally ef-
fective Monte Carlo estimation procedure which is not
restricted to either light- or heavy-tailed summands.

When the asymptotic behaviour of the sum is known
we exploit it for the radial change of measure, and
the resulting estimator has the appealing form of the
(known) asymptotic multiplied by a random multiplica-
tive correction factor. Given we assume knowledge of
the asymptotic behaviour of the sum in this frame-
work, traditional notions of efficiency that appear in
the rare-event literature hold little practical meaning
here. Indeed, the estimator by design enjoys bounded
relative error provided the likelihood ratio of the angu-
lar component remains bounded as the rarity parameter
increases. Instead, we focus on the practical behaviour
of the proposed estimator in the pre-asymptotic regime
for right tail probabilities.

The proposed estimator and procedure are appli-
cable in both the heavy- and light-tailed settings, as
well as for independent and dependent summands. In
the case of independent summands, we find that our
estimator compares favourably with exponential tilting
(iid light-tailed summands) and the Asmussen–Kroese
method (independent subexponential summands).

However, for dependent subexponential summands
using the same simple angular distribution as for the in-
dependent case, the performance of our estimator rapidly
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degenerates with increasing dimension, suggesting an
open avenue for further research.

1 Introduction

A typical problem in the field of rare-event estimation
is to determine the probability

`(γ) := P(S > γ) (1)

where S := X1 + · · ·+Xd for a random vector XXX :=
(X1, . . . ,Xd) with fixed d ∈N+ having joint probability
density function (pdf) fXXX and where the γ ∈R is large
or increasing. In applications, we often wish to under-
stand the behaviour of a combination of random factors,
and hence the random variable (r.v.) S is ubiquitous in
real-world modeling problems. It can model, for exam-
ple: aggregate risk or portfolio value for holding d risky
assets [22,27], the aggregate losses for d insurance pol-
icy claims [4,20], or the combined signal interference
from d wireless transmission sources [25,26]. Probabili-
ties of the form (1) are used to understand how a system
would behave under extreme scenarios such as a market
crash, a power surge, or a natural disaster. One is typ-
ically interested not just in the quantity `(γ) but also
in the behaviour of the summands when the extreme
event {S > γ} occurs.

This probability is available in closed-form for only a
few basic cases, when the density of S (which is a d-fold
convolution) has a known solution, c.f. [23]. For exam-
ple, when the summands are independent and identi-
cally distributed (iid) then it is sometimes simple to
calculate (for example exponential, gamma, or normal
summands, and in the discrete case binomial, geomet-
ric, or negative binomial summands) and sometimes
it is still intractable (for example lognormal, Weibull,
Laplace, or Beta summands). However, requiring the
assumption of independence (let alone iid-ness) of the
summands is a stifling restriction when modeling real-
world events; a notorious example would be the partial
blame of the 2008–9 global financial crisis on mathe-
maticians’ inappropriate use of a simplistic dependence
model (the Gaussian copula) [28].

When analytical solutions are unavailable, the next
best option is numerical integration, and after that Monte
Carlo integration (or quasi-Monte Carlo). Numerical in-
tegration algorithms applied to

`(γ) =
∫
Rd

I{x1 + · · ·+xd > γ}fXXX(xxx)dxxx,

where I{A} denotes the indicator of an event A (tak-
ing value 1 if A occurs and 0 otherwise), are typically
slow, inaccurate, and misleading. This is because the
indicator is rarely 1, floating-point errors accumulate,
and the curse of dimensionality applies for d larger than
about 2 or 3. Some of these algorithms attempt to esti-
mate the error in their result, but there are few (if any)
theoretical guarantees that these estimates are reliable.

Rare-event problems also cause difficulties for the
crude Monte Carlo (CMC) estimator. This is obvious
as the CMC estimator’s relative error explodes for large
γ — that is, the CMC estimator ̂̀CMC(γ) := I{S > γ}
has

lim
γ→∞

RelativeError{̂̀CMC(γ)}

= lim
γ→∞

Var[̂̀CMC(γ)]
`(γ)2 = lim

γ→∞

`(γ)[1− `(γ)]
`(γ)2 =∞ .

Intuitively, the problem is because the indicator I{S >
γ} is eventually always 0 when γ gets very large. In re-
sponse, various variance reduction techniques have been
applied so that there are now a large collection of es-
timators with better performance in this setting, c.f.
‘rare-event estimation’ in [21,5,19].

There is, of course, no silver bullet for the prob-
lem. Some estimators only apply to specific distribu-
tions (e.g. [11] for sums of lognormals, [31] for sums
of phase-type mixtures) or to certain classes of distri-
butions (exponential tilting for light-tailed summands
[21,5], hazard-rate twisting or the Asmussen–Kroese
method [7] for heavy-tailed summands). Other estima-
tors are general but require specifying either some ex-
tra information (e.g. availability of conditional distribu-
tions for conditional Monte Carlo [3], or an appropriate
sampling distribution for use in importance sampling).
The most general estimators — such as the generalised
splitting method [12], cross-entropy method [14], or Markov
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Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods such as [13] —
are usually computationally demanding, they often de-
pend upon an intelligent selection of input parameters
to perform efficiently, and are somewhat complicated.

Whilst one rarely has an exact expression for `(γ),
it is somewhat common to know an asymptotic approx-
imation to it, and this forms the basis for our proposed
estimator. For example, if XXX ∼ Lognormal(µµµ,ΣΣΣ) where
µµµ ∈ Rd and ΣΣΣ ∈ Rd×d is positive definite (by which we
mean that XXX = exp(YYY ) component-wise, where YYY has
a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector µµµ
and covariance matrix ΣΣΣ), then it has been shown that
[8]

`(γ) = P(S > γ)∼
d∑
i=1

P(Xi > γ) as γ→∞ (2)

where f(x)∼ g(x) denotes limx→∞ f(x)/g(x) = 1. Thus,
one is tempted to label the right-hand side (RHS) of (2)
as ̂̀Asym(γ) and use it as an approximation for `(γ). For
certain values of (µµµ,ΣΣΣ) this asymptotic approximation
can be accurate, in others it can be wildly inaccurate,
depending on how fast the asymptotic approximation
converges to the true value; see Figure 1 for an illus-
tration where it is only when `(γ) . 10−10 that the
asymptotic form begins to give accurate estimates (i.e.,̂̀Asym(γ)/`(γ)> 0.99). A discussion of this phenomenon
is in [11].
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Fig. 1: A comparison of `(γ) and ̂̀Asym(γ) for X1 +X2
where X1 ∼ Lognormal(0,1) is independent to X2 ∼
Lognormal(0, 3

4 ). The y axis plots ̂̀Asym(γ)/`(γ), and
the x axis shows − log10 `(γ). The two curves describe
two possible asymptotics: the yellow “Two terms” de-
scribes ̂̀Asym(γ) as given in (2), whereas the blue “One
Term” uses just the (eventually dominant) first term of
this sum.

We propose an importance sampling (IS) estimator
which incorporates the asymptotic approximation and
uses Monte Carlo sampling to estimate a correction tồAsym(γ) in order to construct an unbiased estimator̂̀(γ) of `(γ). The main drawback to IS is likelihood de-
generation, where one can face statistical errors if γ or d
is extremely large. The degeneration caused by a large
d is only partially compensated by our approach, so we
take d≤ 100. Our goal is to provide an estimator which
is practically useful when `(γ) is in the pre-asymptotic
regime — that is, for the values of the rarity param-
eter γ that are sufficiently large so that direct CMC
estimation is no longer practical and yet the asymp-
totic form does not yet yield accurate estimates (i.e.,̂̀Asym(γ)/`(γ)≤ 0.99)

The range of probabilities that we consider is ex-
plicitly less rare the standard rare-event literature. The
orthodox approach is to construct an estimator ̂̀(γ)
and analyse the limit

lim
γ→∞

Var(̂̀(γ))/`(γ)2 ;

if the limit is small (i.e., zero, bounded, or at least
grows only at a polynomial rate) then the estimator is
branded as a success (it has ‘vanishing relative error’,
‘bounded relative error’, or is ‘logarithmically efficient’
respectively) regardless of its behaviour in the finite
γ situation. It can happen that these desirable limit-
ing properties are only discernible in cases when the
probabilities are truly minuscule (e.g. of order 10−10

or smaller); in a situation such as this, the model error
would surely dominate any estimation error.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
The estimator is introduced in Section 2, the results
from numerical comparisons are in Section 3, and Sec-
tion 4 concludes the discussion.

2 The L1 polar estimator

2.1 The general form

We construct an estimator of the quantity `(γ) :=P(S >
γ), where S = X1 + · · ·+Xd for large γ by applying
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IS. Standard IS theory says to construct an estima-
tor which samples from a distribution close to fXXX |S>γ
(that is, the distribution of XXX conditioned on S > γ),
rather than the original fXXX .

To do this, we perform a change of variables to
Pickand’s coordinates [16] so

XXX −→ (S,ΘΘΘ) := (X1 + · · ·+Xd,XXX−d/[X1 + · · ·+Xd]) ,

where the notation XXX−i refers to the vector XXX after its
i-th element has been removed. Here ΘΘΘ is defined to be
of length d−1, though we will often abuse notation and
refer to ΘΘΘ as d-dimensional, in which case the element
Θd should be read as a shorthand for 1−

∑d−1
i=1 Θi. The

new density f(S,ΘΘΘ) is available (if fXXX is known), and is

f(S,ΘΘΘ)(s,θθθ) = fXXX(sθθθ)×|s|d−1 .

Consider IS in this new form. Imagine that we have
a density g(S,ΘΘΘ) which is in some way similar to f(S,ΘΘΘ),
for which we also know the marginal density gS(s) :=∫
g(S,ΘΘΘ)(s,θθθ)dθθθ and the conditional density gΘΘΘ|S :=

g(S,ΘΘΘ)/gS . If we truncate g(S,ΘΘΘ) so that S > γ a.s., and
use this as the IS distribution, we obtain

l̂IS(γ) := GS(γ)
R

R∑
r=1

f(S,ΘΘΘ)(S[r],ΘΘΘ[r])
gS(S[r])gΘΘΘ|S(ΘΘΘ[r] |S[r])

(3)

for S[r] iid∼ gS|S>γ , ΘΘΘ[r] ind∼ gΘΘΘ|S( · |S[r]), where we define
GS(γ) :=

∫∞
γ gS(s)ds and gS|S>γ := gSI{S >γ}/GS(γ).

We investigate estimators of the general form of (3)
which we call (L1) polar estimators. These are accu-
rate when g(S,ΘΘΘ) = gS×gΘΘΘ|S closely resembles f(S,ΘΘΘ) =
fS×fΘΘΘ|S . This is carried out in two steps: (i) by find-
ing a radial approximation gS which approximates fS ,
and (ii) an angular approximation gΘΘΘ|S similar to fΘΘΘ|S ,
which we discuss in the following sections.

2.2 The radial approximation

As mentioned in the introduction, we consider utilising
an asymptotic form of the sum in our estimator — they
form our radial approximation. To clarify the notation,
we precisely define the relevant asymptotic forms:

Definition 1 (Asymptotic form) If for some func-
tion fS ∈L1(R), with tail FS(s) =

∫∞
s fS(x)dx, and con-

stant cS ∈ R+, we have that

fS(s) ∼ cSfS(s) , for s→∞ (4)

then we say fS is an asymptotic form of fS . 3

Thus, in the general form (3) we will use gS = fS

when it is available and is a proper pdf. There are some
technicalities for the cases when fS does not form a
proper pdf which we do not discuss in this work. The
estimator resulting from this radial approximation is

l̂IS2(γ) := cSFS(γ)
R

R∑
r=1

f(S,ΘΘΘ)(S[r],ΘΘΘ[r])
cSfS(S[r])gΘΘΘ|S(ΘΘΘ[r] |S[r])

(5)

for S[r] iid∼ fS|S>γ and ΘΘΘ[r] ind∼ gΘΘΘ|S( · |S[r]).

Remark 1 The estimator in (5) has natural interpreta-
tion which we find appealing. By defining a “correction
factor” to the asymptotic form,R(γ), via `(γ) = ̂̀Asym(γ)R(γ),
and noting that ̂̀Asym(γ) := cSFS(γ), we see that

̂̀IS2(γ) = ̂̀Asym(γ)×R̂(γ) ,

where R̂(γ) is an unbiased Monte Carlo estimate of
the factor R(γ), which by definition has expected value
equal to 1. 3

The recent applied probability literature has found
the fS for a staggering array of distributions of XXX. Per-
haps the simplest case is when the Xi are iid subexpo-
nential random variables. By definition (cf. [17]), they
satisfy

fS(s) ∼ df1(s) , for s→∞ . (6)

For sums of independent non-identically distributed (ind)
subexponential variables (or for sums containing some
subexponential and some lighter-tailed variables) we
have

fS(s) ∼
d∑
i=1

fi(s) ∼
∑
i∈I

fi(s) , for s→∞ (7)
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where I is the set of indices of slowest tail decay. The
asymptotics in (7) also hold in many regimes where
dependence has been introduced, cf. [18,30,1,2].

A distribution can satisfy a stronger property called
regular variation which implies subexponentiality and
hence the asymptotics above. Examples of regularly
varying distributions are Cauchy, Fréchet, and Pareto
distributions [10]. The lognormal and heavy-tailed Weibull
distributions are subexponential but not regularly vary-
ing.

The Weibull distribution is interesting as it is a fam-
ily which can be heavy-tailed, light-tailed (the Rayleigh
distribution is a special case), or on the boundary be-
tween these (i.e. the exponential distribution). The asymp-
totic form for the heavy-tailed Weibull sum is covered
by (6) and (7) as the summands are subexponential.
The difficulty in finding the asymptotics for the light-
tailed case led the authors to investigate it in detail,
leading to the paper [6] which uses results originally
from [9].

Proposition 1 (Corollary 3.1 of [6]) Assume that
X1, . . . ,Xd are iid light-tailed Weibull(β,λ) where β > 1,
λ ∈ R+, d≥ 2. Then

`(γ) ∼
[ 2βπ
β−1

](d−1)/2
d−1/2

( γ
λd

)β(d−1)/2
F
(γ
d

)d
as γ→∞, where F is the cdf of the Weibull(β,λ) dis-
tribution.

The exposition in [6] details this and more general
asymptotics (i.e. the independent but non-identically
distributed case, and when the variables are not exactly
Weibull but are ‘Weibull-like’).

By its very construction, one would expect the es-
timator utilising an asymptotic form for the right-tail,
(5), to enjoy good efficiency properties as γ →∞. As
mentioned in the introduction, our goal is to provide a
practically useful estimator for ‘moderately’ rare prob-
lems, in the range of γ before the asymptotic regime
takes hold. As such, it is our view that the orthodox
notions of efficiency have little meaning in our setting.
Nevertheless, we note that it is straightforward to verify
that if the ratio fΘΘΘ|γ/gΘΘΘ|γ remains bounded by some

finite constant K ≥ 1 for all θθθ as γ→∞, then the esti-
mator (5) enjoys bounded relative error, and if K = 1
then the estimator enjoys vanishing relative error.

2.3 The angular approximation

The choice of angular approximation is not as obvious
as was the choice of radial approximation. Finding a
conditional density gΘΘΘ|S which is similar to fΘΘΘ|S has
little precedent in the literature.

Instead of taking an S which is larger than γ and
asking ‘what is the distribution of ΘΘΘ given this S?’,
we can instead ask ‘what is the distribution of ΘΘΘ given
S > γ?’. This is the same situation that is studied in
multivariate extreme value theory, where the spectral
density characterises the behaviour of fΘΘΘ|S>γ in the
limit as γ → ∞ [15]. This second conditional distri-
bution will resemble the first in cases that E[S − γ |
S > γ] converges quickly to zero when γ becomes large.
Moreover, we have a computational benefit to finding
a gΘΘΘ|S>γ which is similar to fΘΘΘ|S>γ as this distribu-
tion will be constant across all Monte Carlo iterates, in
contrast to gΘΘΘ|S[r] and fΘΘΘ|S[r] .

Nevertheless, when it is possible, we follow the same
approach as the radial approximation and utilise some
asymptotic information. However, we note that if one
simply re-uses the previous asymptotic form, that is

fΘΘΘ|S(θθθ|s) =
fS,ΘΘΘ(s,θθθ)
fS(s) ∼ fXXX(sθθθ)|s|d−1

fS(s) =: gΘΘΘ|S(θθθ|s) ,

which may appear natural, then the estimator (5) de-
generates to the deterministic

l̂IS2(γ) := cSFS(γ)
R

R∑
r=1

1 = cSFS(γ) .

Moreover, if it is known that fΘΘΘ|S>γ degenerates in
the limit [e.g. to a point mass at 1/d in each coordinate
(perfect extremal dependence) or is degenerate on axes
(independence in the extreme)], this does not tell us
what we should do for finite γ.

Indeed, when the summands are iid subexponen-
tials, then the distribution of (ΘΘΘ | S = s) as s→∞ de-
generates to a discrete distribution over the d-dimensional
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unit vectors eee1, . . . , eeed (with eeei having a single 1 in
the i-th coordinate and zeros in all other coordinates).
This is just a re-casting of the principle of the single big
jump (cf. [17]). Unfortunately, for finite γ we cannot use
this directly as in this case the likelihood ratio appear-
ing in (3) is not well defined. One density, which we
call the optimistic density (see the algorithm below),
that is not degenerate (and therefore will have well-
defined likelihood ratio) but is asymptotically equiva-
lent to (ΘΘΘ | S = s) for the case of ind subexponential
summands is

gΘΘΘ|S(θθθ | s) = |s|d−1
d∑
i=1

pi(s)fXXX−i(sθθθ−i)I{θi = 1−111 ·θθθ−i}

(8)

where the pi functions are defined by

pi(s) = F i(s)∑d
j=1F j(s)

. (9)

Algorithm 1 shows a method for sampling from this
gΘΘΘ|S(θθθ | s), and Proposition 2 shows that it has limiting
distribution consistent with (7) as s→∞.

Algorithm 1 Sampling from the optimistic angular
density

1: procedure Optimistic(s, F1, . . . , Fd)
2: Simulate index I in {1, . . . ,d} by P(I = i) = pi(s)

from (9).
3: for i= 1 to d except I do
4: X∗i ← Random sample from Fi
5: end for
6: X∗I ← s−

∑
i 6=IXi

7: return ΘΘΘ←XXX∗/s
8: end procedure

Our somewhat-odd name for this density derives
from the fact that the value of X∗I in Algorithm 1 can
sometimes be negative, but we are optimistic that it
usually won’t. If this value becomes negative then the
polar estimator’s likelihood ratio will simply weight this
sample by zero, so no great loss is incurred, and this sit-
uation is increasingly rare as s becomes larger.

When the subexponential summands are only in-
dependent in the extreme, a simple generalisation of

Algorithm 1 is to replace Lines 3 to 5 with taking a
random sample XXX∗ from fXXX .

Proposition 2 The optimistic density (8) converges
as s→∞ to the singular density

g∞(θθθ) :=
d∑
i=1

pi I{θθθ = eeei} , (10)

where pi = lims→∞ pi(s) for i= 1, . . . ,d.

Proof For some ttt= (t1, . . . , td)′ ∈ Rd, the characteristic
function of gΘΘΘ|S is

ϕgΘΘΘ|S (ttt | s) = Eexp
(

i ttt>ΘΘΘ
)

= E
[
exp

(
i t
tt

s

>
XXX∗
)]

where XXX∗ = sΘΘΘ as in Algorithm 1.
So, with I as the discrete variable defined in Algo-

rithm 1, we have

ϕgΘΘΘ|S (ttt | s)

=
d∑
j=1

pj(s)E
[
ei ttts
>
XXX∗
∣∣∣I = j

]

=
d∑
j=1

pj(s)E

e
i
[
ttt−j
s

>
XXX∗−j+

tj
s (s−111>XXX∗−j)

] ∣∣∣I = j


=

d∑
j=1

pj(s)eitj E

[
ei

(ttt−j−tj111)
s

>
XXX−j

]

=
d∑
j=1

pj(s)eitjϕXXX−j

(
(ttt−j− tj111)

s

)
.

Therefore,

lim
s→∞

ϕgΘΘΘ|S (ttt;s) =
d∑
j=1

pjeitj =
d∑
j=1

pjeittt>eeej

which corresponds to the singular density as in (10).

Remark 2 The polar estimator for ind subexponential
summands with the optimistic angular approximation
(8) simplifies to

l̂IS2(γ)

= cSFS(γ)
R

R∑
r=1

HM(fX1(S[r]Θ
[r]
1 ), . . . ,fXd(S[r]Θ

[r]
d ))

cSfS(S[r])
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where S[r] iid∼ fS|S>γ , ΘΘΘ[r] ind∼ gΘΘΘ|S( · |S[r]), and HM(. . .)
is the harmonic mean of the inputs. 3

The conditional angular asymptotic distribution is
more challenging to obtain in the case of light-tailed
summands. The following example shows these distri-
butions differ qualitatively when different copulas are
considered.

Example 1 Consider X1 and X2 to be Exp(1) variables
which are: i) independent, ii) Clayton(1) dependent, or
iii) Ali-Mikhail-Haq(-1) dependent. The sum densities
can be calculated explicitly and are given by

f Ind
S (s) = se−s for s > 0 ,

fCla
S (s) = 2−2cosh(s) +ssinh(s)

(cosh(s)−1)2 for s > 0 ,

fAMH
S (s) = 8csch(s)3 sinh(s/2)4 for s > 0 ,

respectively. Hence, for s > 0 and θ ∈ (0,1), we have
angular densities

f Ind
Θ1|S(θ|s) = 1 ,

fCla
Θ1|S(θ|s) = se−sθ(es− esθ)(esθ−1)

2 +s−2es+ses ,

fAMH
Θ1|S (θ|s) = se−sθ(es+ e2sθ)

2(es−1) ,

respectively. It is interesting to note that the asymp-
totic independence of the Clayton copula would indi-
cate that fCla

Θ1|S(θ|s)/f Ind
Θ1|S(θ|s)→ 1 as s→∞ which is

indeed the case. In contrast, fAMH
Θ1|S (θ|s) degenerates to

a pair of atoms at 0 and 1 as s→∞. 3

One (light-tailed) case where we can determine an
asymptotic angular distribution is for light-tailed Weibull
sums. The angular asymptotic can be deduced from the
results in [6], and appears as follows.

Proposition 3 Say X1, . . . ,Xd are iid and are distributed
as light-tailed Weibull(β,1) with survival function F (x) =
e−xβ where β > 1, d ≥ 2. Define the vector function
WWW (x) component-wise by

Wi(x) = ω(x)(Xi−x/d) , for i= 1, . . . ,d ,

where ω(x) :=
√

2β(β−1)(x/d)β−2. Then as γ→∞ we
have

(WWW (γ) | S > γ) D−−→ Normal(000,(1−%)III+%) ,

where %=−1/(d−1).

Note that the d-dimensional multivariate normal dis-
tribution appearing in Proposition 3 is supported on a
(d−1)-dimensional subspace.

When the asymptotic angular approximation is un-
available, there are several conceivable alternatives, how-
ever we haven’t yet found a method worth mentioning
here that is successful in a diverse range of problems.

3 Results

In this section we give illustrative results of numerical
experiments. For subexponential summands, we com-
pare to the most competitive alternative, the Asmussen–
Kroese estimator, and for light-tailed summands we
compare to the standard IS approach of exponential
tilting. In what follows, we adopt Mathematica’s pa-
rameterisations for the lognormal, Pareto, and Weibull
distributions. The code we used is available online [29].

3.1 Subexponential Summands

Below we present the estimates and the estimated rel-
ative errors for the polar estimator and the Asmussen–
Kroese estimator for various distributions of XXX. Each
estimator is given R= 105 iid samples of XXX.

The first test (Figs. 2 and 3) takes the sum of d= 12
independent lognormal random variables, with marginal
distributions Xi ∼ Lognormal(− i

d ,
√

i
d ). Here, the sum

behaves asymptotically as the dominant term X12 ∼
Lognormal(−1,1), and the optimistic angular distribu-
tion is used.

The second test (Figs. 4 and 5) considers the sum
of d = 16 independent Pareto random variables, where
Xi ∼ Pareto(1, i,0). The sum behaves asymptotically as
the dominant term X1 ∼ Pareto(1,1,0), and the opti-
mistic angular distribution is used.
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Fig. 2: Estimates of P(S > γ) from each estimator.
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Fig. 3: Estimated relative errors for each estimator.
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Fig. 4: Estimates of P(S > γ) from each estimator.
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Fig. 5: Estimated relative errors for each estimator.

The third test (Figs. 6 and 7) considers the sum
of d = 8 independent heavy-tailed Weibull variables.
The marginal distributions are Xi ∼ Weibull(1

4 ,
i
d ).

The sum behaves asymptotically as the last summand
X8 ∼ Weibull(1

4 ,1), and the optimistic angular distri-
bution is used.
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Fig. 6: Estimates of P(S > γ) from each estimator.
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Fig. 7: Estimated relative errors for each estimator.

3.2 Light-tailed Weibull Summands

This fourth test (Figs. 8 and 9) takes the sum of d= 10
iid light-tailed Weibulls, where Xi ∼Weibull(2,1). An
asymptotic survival function for the sum is given by
Proposition 1, and the optimistic angular distribution
used is from Proposition 3. Instead of the Asmussen–
Kroese method, which is designed for subexponential
summands, we have compared the polar estimator against
exponential tilting. The exponential tilting method is
usually easy to implement but it takes some effort in
this situation. Simulating each exponentially tilted Weibull
variable is done via acceptance–rejection; the proposals
come from the gamma distribution which is moment-
matched to the asymptotic normal approximation for
the exponentially tilted Weibull distribution, cf. Sec-
tion 6 of [6].

3.3 Dependent Summands

Next we reproduce the three subexponential tests above
with dependence added by Archimedean copulas. We
use the Asmussen–Kroese estimator as outlined in Sec-
tion 3.2.2.2 of [24] as the traditional form of this esti-
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Fig. 8: Estimates of P(S > γ) from each estimator.
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Fig. 9: Estimated relative errors for each estimator.

mator needs to be adapted for the case of dependent
summands.

The fifth test (Figs. 10 and 11) recreates the first
test, with d = 12 lognormal variables and marginals
Xi ∼ Lognormal(− i

d ,
√

i
d ), except dependence is added

via a Frank(1
2 ) copula.
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Fig. 10: Estimates of P(S > γ) from each estimator.

We see immediately that introducing even a mild
level of dependence gives rise to substantially more vari-
ability in the polar estimator in the pre-asymptotic
regime as a result of using the optimistic angular distri-
bution — an illustration of likelihood ratio degeneracy
in d. To illustrate this point, we carry out the same test
with d= 4 in Figs. 12 and 13.

The seventh test (Figs. 14 and 15) is similar to
the second test above, considering d = 16 Pareto ran-
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Fig. 11: Estimated relative errors for each estimator.
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Fig. 12: Estimates of P(S > γ) from each estimator.
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Fig. 13: Estimated relative errors for each estimator.

dom variables where Xi∼Pareto(1, i,0), except that the
summands exhibit dependence via a Clayton( 9

10 ) cop-
ula.
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Fig. 14: Estimates of P(S > γ) from each estimator.

Once again, we observe significant likelihood ratio
degeneracy in the polar estimator, and for comparison
we repeat the experiment with d= 4 in Figs. 16 and 17.
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Fig. 15: Estimated relative errors for each estimator.
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Fig. 16: Estimates of P(S > γ) from each estimator.
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Fig. 17: Estimated relative errors for each estimator.

Test nine (Figs. 18 and 19) is similar to the third
test, with d = 8 heavy-tailed Weibull variables with
marginal distributions Xi ∼ Weibull(1

4 ,
i
d ), except with

a GumbelHougaard(1.25) copula (which is dependent in
the extreme).
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Fig. 18: Estimates of P(S > γ) from each estimator.
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Fig. 19: Estimated relative errors for each estimator.

As one would expect, as γ increases, both estima-
tors behave increasingly poorly due to the upper-tail
dependence of this copula. We repeat the experiment
in Figs. 20 and 21 with d= 2 to more clearly illustrate
this phenomenon.
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Fig. 20: Estimates of P(S > γ) from each estimator.
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Fig. 21: Estimated relative errors for each estimator.

4 Conclusion

On the tests carried out in this work, our estimator
appears to perform on par with the Asmussen–Kroese
method for independent subexponential summands, and
outperforms all the other methods compared against
(i.e. the improved cross-entropy method, fitting mix-
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tures of Dirichlet variables, and Bernstein polynomial
approximation). Moreover, for the comparison of iid
light-tailed Weibull summands, our estimator outper-
forms exponential tilting.

However, with the introduction of dependence for
subexponential summands (even with upper-tail inde-
pendence of the copula) the performance of our estima-
tor degrades rapidly as the dimension increases (like-
lihood ratio degeneracy) as a consequence of utilising
the optimistic angular distribution, and unsurprisingly
performs poorly when the copula has upper-tail depen-
dence. Thus there remains the opportunity for further
research into suitable choice of the angular distribution
in the case of dependent summands.
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